The sailwing is a unique type of semiflexible foldable wing. A brief description of its construction, basic properties, and some past research, is used to introduce an analytical and experimental study of its aerodynamic characteristics. Emphasis is placed on an approximate structural analysis which treats the nonlinear behavior of the sail deflection. Twodimensional flexible airfoil theory and Prandtl lifting-line theory are used to establish i he acrodynaniic loading. The results allow prediction of the induced tensions, the nonlinear life curve, induced drag, and aeroclastic divergence of the sail chordwise deflection mode. Selected experimental results are presented for comparison with the theory, along with a brief discussion of the implications of the study regarding flight vehicle applications of the sailwing.
Introduction
4 sailwing is a unique type of semiflexible, foldable wing which has been under development a t Princeton University since 1948.l The purpose of this paper is t o describe its aerodynamic features and present the results of a rccent research investigation of the sailwiiig2 To acquaint the reader with the fuiidameiitals of the sailwing coiifiguration, a schematic picture is given in Fi : . 1. A leading-edge spar with attached ribs forms a n ideally rigid framework which supports a trailing-edge teiision cable. A membrane (usually dacron) is wrapped around the leading edge and attached t o the trailing-edge, forming the upper and lower sail surfaces.
The shape of the pre-tensioned trailing-edge member is designed to impart a chordwise tension in the membrane to minimize deflections due to aerodynamic loads. I n addition to the high aspect ratio planform, this results in a wing with excellent maximum lift-drag ratios. The practical poteiitial of the sailwing has spurred experimental and analytical research in many areas,1--8 iiicludiiig aerodynamics, longitudinal stability and lateral control. Possible applications such as auxiliary wings for air cushioii vehicles, towed cargo gliders, foldable light aircraft, rocket booster recovery aids, lift,ing body re-entry vehicles, and compound helicopters have been studied.
TH.1:

Aerodynamic Features
I n contrast with niost flexible wings, the aerodynamic features of t'he sailwing are substantially similar to conventional rigid wings. A typical lift coeflicient vs angle-ofattack curve for a sailwing :it coiistant dynamic pressure is illustrated in Fig. 2 . il comparable rigid wing curve is shown by the dotted line. In comparison, the sailwiiig exhibits a higher slope which is attributable to the rate of change of camber (membrane deflectioii) with angle of attack. The pronounced nonlinearity results from induced tension iii t,he membrane which increases its resistance to deflection as angle of attack increases. With this simplified explanat,ioii, it is apparent that the det,ails of sailwing aerodynamics are intimat.ely related to a variety of parameters, such as angle of attack, dynamic pressure, sail and trailing-edge pretcnsion, aiid the elastic properties of t,hese components.
It might be expected that the spanwise variation of twist, resulting from vertical deflection of the trailing-edge (note deflections of the wing frame are not considered) and camber would significantly altcr the spanwise lift distribution and hence, increase the induced drag of the sailwing. Although this is a legitimate fundamental question, experimental measurements show 110 significant, reduct.ion in maximum lift-drag ratio. Figure 3 is intended to illustrate this point and especially to contrast sailwing performance with other types of flexiblc wings. This plot compares experimental data with the perforniaiice of a nominal rigid wing. The sailwing is seen to be substantially comparable to the rigid wing, whereas other typesQ-15 are compromised by the effects of deformation. It can be seen that as the degree of flexibility is increased, the effects of deformation are more severe, and iii addition, the maximum practical aspect ratios are reduced.
An area of spccial concern with the sailwing is aeroelastic instability of the sail surface. In contrast with most flexible wings which rely on a positive lift load to maiiitain a stable deflection of the lifting surface, the sailwing also gains stability from the internal membrane tension produced by the trailing-edge cable. This allows the sailwing to operate through conditions of positive and negative lift unlike non-pre-tensioned flexible wings. In certain cases however, a t high dynamic pressure or low pre-tension, the sailwing is subject to membrane instabilities near the point of zero lift. Because of the strong iiifluence of the nonlinear effects under these conditions, the instabilities are manifest in the form of hysteresis loops in t h e lift curve in the neighborhood of zero lift.
Scope of Study
The increasing interest in applications of the sailwing previously mentioned underscores the need for rational analytical methods to understand and predict aerodynamic and aeroelastic properties. The theory begins in section 2 with a structural analysis of the sailwing, with particular emphasis placed on the nonlinear aspects. I n section 3, the three-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics determined from Prandtl lifting-line theory are discussed. The mutual coupling between the aerodynamic loads and the sail structural deflectioiis is developed in section 4. I n addition, the conditions for aeroelastic divergence, and the relations for the nonlinear lift curve are presented. Some experimental measurements are presented in section 5 . Since certain analytical results could be seen to have a direct bearing on applications of the sailwing to flight vehicles, a brief discussion of their ramifications is given in section 6, and coiiclusions are given in section 7.
Structural Analysis Sail Membrane
This portion of the analysis considers the elastic deflections and induced tensions of the sail and trailing-edge members which support the sailwing airload. Figure 4a illustrates the coordinate systems aiid geometry of an idealized rectangular sailwing with a single sail surface. The sail deflection is given by x (zJ), whereas the trailing-edge vertical and chordwise deflections are given by zL(y) and zl(y), respectively. For the idealized sailwing considered here, spar and tip rib deflections are not considered. Note that the trailing-edge design shape is produced by a balance of the trailing-edge pre-tension and chordwise membrane pre-tension a t zero lift. It is characterized by the geometric parameter p, which will be defined below.
The membrane deflection equation is
where the airload distribution is P(z,y) and t, and t, are the chordwise and spanwise tensions in the membrane. A term due to shear stress, 2~,,(b~z/bzdy), is here neglected for simplicity, which is permissible because t, and t , contain significant pre-tension contributions. The associated chordwise and spanwise membrane straiiis, iiicluding the lionlinear ternis are nest given:
The membrane tensions t, and t, consist of pre-tensions and induced tensions resulting from deflection of the sail under load :
For the present study we will assume that maven sail niaterials obey Hooke's law and that Poisboii's ratio p can be taken to be zero. The induced tensions uz and uy are then directly proportional to the sail elongations in the z and y directions, respectively, where K , and K , are the associated elastic constants:
)
The elongations may be derived by integratiiig the equations for strain and accounting for the displacement of the niembraiie boundary As,. We then have
The induced tensions are functions of the membraue deflectioii and thus, clearly illustrate the nonlinear mathematical nature of the sailwing structural system. This is because the partial derivatives of the deflections in Eq.
( 1 ) are multiplied by the membrane tensions (t, and t b ) , which themselves coiitain the deflections.
Trailing-Edge Transverse Deflections
due to pre-tension a t zero lift:
First consider the trailing-edge deflection st, (design shape)
For lifting condit,ions, the trailing edge chordwise position is given by
The trailing-edge loading is the reactiori to the horizont,al component of the sail membrane chordwise tension. For small deflections, the deflection equat,ion for a loaded cable is
where T o is the pre-tension and AT the induced tension of the trailing-edge (*able. C,ornbining Eqs. (10-E), we have the differential equation for the increment of trailingedge deflection due to the airload:
Rather than develop the analogous equation for the vertical deflection of the trailing edge, we will resort t,o a useful approximation for simplicit,y:
This equation states that the vertical deflection of the trailing edge is equal to the sail deflection a t the locus of points described by the chordwise position of the trailing edge st.
Trailing-Edge Elongation
A significant effect of bhe trailing-edge transversc deflectjolt The resulting ten3ion is
is the associated eloligatioii Al.
referred to as the trailing-edge induced tension:
K , is the elastic constant and I , is the length a t zero lift, resulting from the trailing-edge design shape, Eq. (10) I
The length under load is
Combining thesc equations,
Solutiopl for tlie Induced Tensions
The aforerneiitioiied equations are first nondiniensioiialized in t'he following way. Sail-and trailiiig-edge deflect,ions are The associated auxiliary equations are included iiext,. It. will be iioted that, in Eqs. to the distribution of loading P((,q). Considerable simplification can be achieved by approximatilig the loading by the first tern1 of the Fourier series of a uniform loadiiig and effectively uncoupling the structural probleni from the threedimensional aerodynamic loading equations. Examination of' Eqs. (19-27) shows that with the membrane loading and hence, its deflection known, the induced tension and trailingedge deflection can then be evaluated. Use of 5 single harmonic t,erm for the loading, and hence, the deflection, insures that the nonlinear portions of the induced equations will be tractable. Proceeding then,
and using Eq. (21), the membrane deflection is Tl1(F,q) = xo s i n q sinat
(32)
Fll is given by the formulas for the coefficients of the terms in a Fourier series, and c, is a weighting factor that corrects the error in magnitude of the membrane deflection, resulting from using only the first harmonic fepresentation of a uniform loading. In Eq. (32), the lift L is not as jret specified, but remains arbitrary. Equnt,ion (31) may now be used to evaluate the induced tensions Atz, At,, and AT. The steps of this procedure are given in Ref. the induced tensions and directly reflect the influence of changes in elastic constants and pre-tensions.
The significance of the sailwing structural properties has been discussed earlier in relation to the nonlinear aerodynamic behavior. The following analyses will incorporate these structural equations in the derivation of the aerodynamic theory. The induced tensions are also important for considerations of sailwing structural design, which will be discussed in section 6.
Aerodynamic Analysis Spanwise Camber and Twist
The previous analysis nom permits calculation of the effective camber and aerodynamic twist as a result of the sail and trailing-edge deflection. The forward motioii of the trailing edge (Fig. 4b) and the elongation of the sail membrane effectively slacken the sail. This slack manifests itself as curvature of the surface, forming a cambered airfoil section.
The two-dimensional thin airfoil theory applicable to this problem has been developed independently by Thwaites16 and Nie1sei1.l~ Nielsen gives a relation for the lift coefficient associated with camber or slackness:
The length of the membrane is I, and the distance bctween the leading-and trailing-edge attachment poiiits is the chord e.
Slackness thus refers tQ the excess membrane material that is available for curvature or carnber. For the present purpose, Eq. (37) can be simplified with little loss in accuracy;
where a is angle of attack and Z the slackness ratio,
Now, including the lift due to angle of attack,
For the present case, the slackness ratio is
From Eqs. (6) and (la), the slackness ratio becomes
The vertical deflection of the trailing edge z t produces a local aerodynamic twist in the wing C Y T . The small angle approximation is
The camber and twist combine as an effective sail angle of (44) Equations (42) As this equation indicates, the value of lift remains arbitrary, but we may still proceed to investigate the effect of the sinusoidal angle-of-attack distribution.
Spanwise Aerodynamic Loading
The influence of the spniimise variation of the effective sail angle of attack as on the lift coefficient, spaiiwise loading, aiid induced drag has beeti determined using Praiidtl lifting-line theory. The ratio & / a is sufficieiit to completely specify these properties. For instance, the lift coefficient is
The effect of sail cambering is embodied in the term C L~, and CLa is t,he usual rigid wing term. 811 iiitcrestiiig result of lifting-line theory confirms the experimcntal evidence presciitccl earlier regnrding sailwing aerodyiianiic effieieiicy. The induced drag factor 6 is presented in Fig. 6 . We see that for rectangular planforins, reasonable sail deflections (0 < & / a < 1) actually reduce the iiiduced drag compared to a rigid wing (&/a 0). However, for excessively large sail deflect,ions, a large drag penalty will be incurred.
Combined Structural and Aerodynamic Analysis
TTp to this point, we hnvc developed expressions for t,he Stiffness number values, it call be said that the nonlinearity of the sailwing lift c:urvc is due ent,irely t,o the elastic properties.
Aeroelastic Divergence
The problem of sail iiistability meiitioned earlier is one of aeroelastic divergence aiid will be investigated with Eq. (52). This condition exists when the interiial membrane tensions resisting sail cainbering are overcome by opposing aerodynamic lift associated with this camber. Since the membrane teiisioiis are nonlinear, the mathematical definition of divergence mill be restricted to the limiting case of zero lift. Divergence will be defiiied as the point where the rate of change of lift coefficient with the angle of attack for constant, dynamic pressure becomes infiuite. Eq. (52) is first differentiated with respect to a (for constant y).
The iiiitial lift curve slope (CL = 0, +/fro = I) becomes
The divergence tcusion coefficient ( C T~ = CTo ) is obtained from thc conditio11 wlieii tlie iiiitial lift curve slope is iiifiiiite ;
and Equat,ion (55) shows that the di\wgeiicc tciisioii coefficiciit depends primarily on aspect ratio (via C I ,~) a i d the trailingedge shape parameter P. High aspect ratios and trailingedge shapes of small curvature are most prone to divergence.
Only one Stiffness iiuriibcr R, is contaiued in Eq. (55), and it is iiidepeiideiit of the elast,ic parameters I<, aiid IC,. Therefore, the divergence liroperties of the sailwiiig arc iiot iiiflueiiccd by the sail and trailing-edge elastic properties.
Finally, since neither To or q can iiidc.pendeiitly specify C T ,~, a "divergence spc(d" is only uiiiquely determined by a particular pre-teiisioii T,.
d. that the previously riieiitioiied results were obtained by holdiiig dyiiamic pressure constant during differeiitiatioii. If this condition is relaxed, aiitl a constant lift coiistraiiit substituted ill its place, the iiaturc of the lift curve slope equatioii is significantly altcrcd. For a flight vehicle, the conslant lift coiidition correslmnds to steady level flight aiid is t,hereEore of Ijrimary interest. We immediately ohkiii R new result by differentiating Eq. (52) again :
(bC,,/ba), = C L~ (56) S o w the lift curve slope for constaut lift, conditions 1m;omes identical to that of tlie corrcslmiiding rigid wing, and it caii be c,oncluded that t,he static stability and control of sailwing equipped aircraft will differ little horn couveiitioiial types.
Nonlinear Lift Curve
The fi1i:il goal of this aiialysis is :~ii equation for the nonlinear CL vs a lift, curve of the sailwing. This can be accomplished by substitutiirg Eq. (54) for C Y :
(57) Figure 7 illustrates this eqiiatioii for several dynamic pressures. For low speeds (or high pre-tension) CT, >> C T ,~ the lift curve is similar to the rigid wing case, and the nonlinearity is small. For C T , = CTod, the initial slope is infinite, but t,he nonlinear effect ($/$,,), caused by the growing induced tensions stiffeiiing the sail, teiids to stabilize the lift curve. At even higher dynamic pressures, the nonlinear effects are predominant. At high angles of attack, the lift curve is stable, but near zero lift the multiple valued lift curves would produce hysteresis loops.
. Experimental Results
To provide a basis for judging the validity of the aforement,ioned analysis, a few experimcntal results vrrill now be discussed. A small (3.33 ft) wind-tunnel model was specially designed and tested for this purpose. A symmetrical airfoil section was formed by a cylindrical leadiiig-edge spar and a doubly wrapped sail surface. Internal tensions were measured by strain gage illstrumeatation, and external static pressurc surveys mere used to determine the span lift distribution. A photograph of the model being tested in the wind tunnel is given in Fig. 8 
Some Design Considerations for
Sailwing Applications
The foregoillg analysis and experimeiltal resu-Its were intellded to provide insight iiito some important characteristics 01 the sailwing. The purpose of the following discussioll is to examine one consequence of this analysis havillg significallt ramifications regarding the structural design of practical sailwings. The importance of the trailingedge pre-tension a i d induced terisions for structural design of the sailwing will be demonstrated with a simple equation. iZssuming the desirability of operating at all times above the divergence tension coefficient, the trailing-edge pre-tension must be equal or greater than
For steady level flight at niiriimum speed
TO/W = (pmns/prn;*)C2,~,~CI~,,,,,
Therefore, a t the stall speed, for a t'ygical value of the ratio C2l0 /C,,,, = 0.5, the trailing-edge pre-tensioii will be equal to one-half the weight of the aircraft,. Its magnitude can be seen to increase with the square of the maximum velocity. Therefore, the structural design problems of the sailwing for moderate speed applications may be difficult. However, two factors are present which have a large effect on this coiiclusion. Unlike conventional rigid wings, it may he Combining these equations yields feasible to operate the nonlinear sailwing within the divergence condition. As depicted in Fig. s , low ailgles of attack would have t o be avoided. Ullder thcsc conditions, the sailwing would rely on lift to provide sail stability, much t,he ~a m e as iion-pre-t,ensioned semirigid flexible wings (i.e., the parawing), and still retain its excellent lift-drag ratio.
Another possibility for reducing the pic-tension requirement is to modify the structure. d trailing-edge bridle system, or a midsemispail rib are two approaches. iliiot,her would be to increase the spar chordwise depth, reduciiig the percciitage chord comprisiirg tlie sail and thus, reducing 
Conclusions
The principal results of this analysis will be summarized at this point: 1) Lifting-line theory substantiates the high sailwing maximum lift-drag ratios which have been observed experimentally.
2 ) The nonlinear behavior of the sailwing is due to the elastic properties of the sail-and trailing-edge member.
3) The aeroelasl'ic divergence coefficient is iiidcpcndent of elastic properties, and is only related to geometric factors and the sail pre-tension yatio. 4) Two coiiditioiis are identified which yield widely differing values for lift curve slope, the constant lift and constxiit q cases.
5) The nonlinear lift curves show that opcration beyond divergence is possible, but also that hysteresis loops in tlie lift curve may cxist.
